
Hi Folks

The first 20 minutes and 42 seconds of Tucker Carlson Tonight on July 6, 2022 on
Fox News are worth viewing. The link below was removed from YouTube by the
censors.

Targate,  Tucker Carlson Tonight  July 6.  2022, Full  HD |  Breaking Fox News,
YouTube,  15,318  views,  Retrieved  July  6,  2022  from
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mJo18QHPlSk&t=7s

CO2 is plant food, and we are not ready to transition off fossil fuels. Wind energy,
solar energy, and electric cars suck. If you like Canada as Trudeau with his Great
Reset clearly does not, you want cheap Albertan fossil fuels.

Here is  the transcript  (thanks to  Trint)  of  the first  20 minutes  and 42 seconds
because the YouTube link was taken down.
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Tucker:  Good Evening.  And  welcome  to  Tucker  Carlson  Tonight.  Happy
Wednesday. 

Just a quick recap on the never changing rules of the world. The three things that
any functioning country must have an ample supply are food, water, and energy.
Those are the fundamental necessities of life, not diversity, equity, and inclusion.
Food, water, and energy. If you have a surplus of food, water, and energy, you win.
If you don't, you lose.

Now, that may sound unfair, but we did not make the rules. Nature did. We can
choose to ignore them. But those rules will never change. Sorry.

Thankfully for Americans, we live in a country that is remarkably abundant in all
three of those things. The US has the most fertile farmland in the world. We've got
more potable, fresh water than virtually any other place. And critically and rarest
of  all,  America  has  the  largest  recoverable  oil  reserves  on  the  planet.  We  are
number one in that category, and that matters maybe more than anything.

Now, they may be telling you on CNN that so-called renewable energy, windmills
and solar  panels  are about to  power the world.  But  that's  absurd.  And no one
corrects them, and somebody should, because a lot is at stake.

If your nine-year-old starts telling you, I'm like Superman, you have to correct him
before he jumps off the garage. The stakes are high, so it is incumbent on the rest
of us to point out the people telling you that have no idea what they're talking
about.

We  are  not  remotely  close  to  a  green  energy  power  grid  or  anything,  even
approaching it. In fact, as of today, the world is powered as it has long been by
fossil  fuels.  Fossil  fuels.  That's  where more  than 80% of global  energy comes
from, not from windmills and solar panels, from oil and gas and coal. And that is
not going to change soon.

In fact, the world's fastest growing economies, India and China, are using more
fossil fuels than ever. Not less. So why is every person in charge from the people
who make the ads at Nike to the energy secretary, to the president of the United
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States and to every anchor on every channel on television telling you exactly the
opposite.

We'll  give them the benefit of the doubt.  At  best,  they're ignorant. They're  not
engineers. They are politicians and ideologues. They're the ones telling you that
boys can become girls just by wishing it so. And they've commanded the rest of us
to believe that.

But unfortunately for them, the principles of social justice do not apply to power
grids. You can't just rename them and get something different. No. You have to
create new and better power grids. And we are nowhere near that and we will not
be anywhere near that during the course of our lifetimes. Sorry. That's reality.

And you cannot yell loud enough to make it change. For the foreseeable future, oil
and gas are essential  to  civilization in  an utterly non-negotiable way.  And that
should be great news for America, because here in the United States, we have a lot.
We are rich because we are  rich in  natural  resources.  That's  why we won the
Second World War, for example.

When  previous  generations  said,  as  they  often  did,  that  God  has  blessed  our
country. This is what they were talking about.

Yet suddenly, strangely, the United States is suddenly experiencing shortages of
both food and energy. And that's why prices of these things have risen because we
don't have enough of them. How did that happen?

You should know if you care about the future of America, your children's future,
you need to know how this happened. Well, Joe Biden offered his explanation of
how it happened today at an event in Ohio. Watch. 
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Joe Biden: We made incredible Congress progress on the economy from where we
were a  year  and a half  ago. We've  got  a  long way to go because of  inflation,
because of the I call it the Putin tax increase, Putin, because of gasoline and all that
grain he is keeping from being able to get to the market. 

Tucker: It's  just  embarrassing.  It's  grotesque,  actually.  And  at  this  point,  it's
dangerous. And no one believes a word of it because it's provably untrue. And we
feel, since this is a news network, a moral responsibility to prove that it's untrue.

So here we go. Months before the war in Ukraine began and somehow Vladimir
Putin secretly seized control of gas prices in the United States, how did he do that?
Before any of that happened, the magic happened.

Sober people, a petroleum analysis firm called GasBuddy, decided to do a simple
calculation. They wanted to put rising gas prices in context. Here's what they did-
Math. 

They determined every year over year price change in gasoline prices in the United
States going back to 2002, 20 years. And they found this. From November of 2020
to November of 2021. That would be roughly from Election Day to the end of Joe
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Biden's first year running the country. Gas prices in the United States went up by
more than 66%.

That was the single highest year over year increase since 2002, which happens to
be the year the government started tracking those data. 

Now. This happened before Russia invaded Ukraine. Why did it happen? Super
simple. Joe Biden on the campaign trail told us he was like Superman and then he
proceeded to jump off the garage. He told us he was going to end fossil fuels and
because no one took him seriously, because he's senile and wasn't actually going to
win. No one followed up with, What, are you insane? How are you going to do
that? 

And so,  he kept going,  and then he  became  president  somehow. And then  he
followed through on that promise. He canceled pipelines. He terminated oil and
gas leases. He rejoined the Paris climate agreement without explaining why we
should. And by the way, if the climate is such a crisis, an existential crisis, and
China and India are using more fossil fuels than they did ten years ago, and nobody
says anything about it. Maybe they're not really sincere about this global warming
thing. 

And then on top of all of that, Joe Biden pumped trillions more dollars into the US
economy,  thereby  devaluing  the  US  dollar  and  making  everything,  including
energy, more expensive. You know what happened. That's all true. 

And it was done on purpose. It was done to change our energy supply from what is
cheap, efficient and the source of all of our wealth to something that Biden and his
donors control:  the green economy that will  make us poor and that  is,  in fact,
causing famine around the world right now. 

So  that's  what  happened.  As  a  political  matter,  since  this  is  still  sort  of  a
democracy, it happened way too fast and scared the hell out of people. And polls
showed  that.  Democrats  and  Republicans  no  matter  who they voted  for,  were
worried above all about rising energy prices because it hurt them directly every
single day. 
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And by the time Vladimir Putin invaded Ukraine, the Biden administration had
found a scapegoat. Maybe that's  why they encouraged him to do it  in the first
place, which they did.

So, Joe Biden started yelling, It's Putin's price tag. Putin did it. But it's so dumb. It's
so provably untrue that no one believed it. Even people who wanted to believe it,
people voted for Biden who want windmills and solar farms. They couldn't believe
it because it's absurd. 

And in an election year, that's a huge problem. So, the administration had to do
something. That's why in late March, in an act of desperation, Biden did maybe the
worst thing that he has done since becoming president. And that's saying a lot. 

He started to sell off one of this country's most important natural resources, one of
our most valuable assets. It's called the Strategic Petroleum Reserve, the SPR. It's
controlled  by  the  Department  of  Energy.  So,  what  Biden  could  have  done  is
produce more oil domestically, but that would have been too easy and too good for
the United States and its long-term interests. 
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Instead, he decided to do something so crazy and so dangerous that only someone
who was intentionally trying to harm the United States would even consider it. But
most people never even noticed. Here's his announcement, in case you missed it. 

Joe Biden: Today, I want to talk about one aspect of Putin's war that affects and
has real effects on the American people. Putin's price hike that Americans and our
allies are feeling at the pump. I know how much it  hurts. Our prices are rising
because of Putin's actions. There isn't enough supply. And the bottom line is, if we
want lower gas prices, we need to have more oil supply right now. Today, I'm
authorizing the release of 1 million barrels per day for the next six months. Over
180 million barrels for the strategic from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve. This is a
wartime bridge to increase oil supply until production ramps up later this year. And
it is by far the largest release of our net, our national reserve in our history. 

Tucker: So, you watch that, and you realize the whole point of the Joe Biden
presidency is to humiliate the rest of us and think less of our own country, the
place where we were born. 

You can just imagine Barack Obama and Susan Rice and Ron Klain, people who
truly dislike the United States as currently constituted, saying, let's make this guy
president. That'll grind it in our face, a guy who can barely talk. 

So,  it's  hard  to  hear  anything  Joe Biden says  because  it's  hard  for him to say
anything. But if you listen carefully or read a transcript, you will learn. What he
just said is we're releasing a million barrels per day for a total of more than 180
million barrels from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve, which is held in caverns in a
couple of states. 

How much is that? It's a staggering figure. So, let's put it in context. The reserve
can  hold  more  than  700  million  barrels  total,  but  it  didn't  have  that  because
Congress, by the way, as you haven't been paying attention, has been selling off
our Strategic Petroleum Reserve to pay off debt. 

So, by the time Joe Biden arrived, there was far less than that. There was about 568
million barrels of oil in the Strategic Petroleum Reserve. Now, no president in
American history has ordered a drawdown this large. 
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In 1991, the beginning of Operation Desert Storm, which was an actual war with
real American soldiers involved, the US government released 17 million barrels of
oil as a way of assuring a stable supply of global crude. 

The US released just 20 million barrels after Hurricane Katrina destroyed parts of
the Gulf Coast where so many refineries are. But now we're releasing many times
that figure from the reserve. All to protect the Democratic Party from getting what
it deserves in the mid-term elections in November.

And as a result of that, unbelievably reckless in fact criminal decision, our strategic
reserves are at their lowest level in nearly 40 years, and they are dropping fast.
None of this needed to happen. There was no reason to tap our Strategic Petroleum
Reserve when we could produce the energy here and were in fact producing it until
Joe Biden took office. 

But at the same time, you have to be honest, some principles of supply and demand
would suggest that this would work in the short term. Releasing all this oil should
have lowered gas prices until the reserve ran out, which it will. You inject more
petroleum into the market and prices for gas should drop. 

But  here's  the  amazing  thing.  That's  not  happening.  Since  Joe  Biden  started
releasing all this oil from our reserves, which he does not own. You do. We do.
What has happened to gas prices? They haven't dropped. They've kept going up.
Huh? 

In mid-June, the price of both regular unleaded and diesel critically hit all time
highs, well over five bucks a gallon nationally. How could this be? It really was a
mystery. It violated the most basic rules of economics. But now, thanks to a new
report in Reuters, we know why. 

It  turns  out  the  oil  being  released  isn't  for  us.  It's  going  to  India  and  China.
According to Reuters, and we're quoting “more than 5 million barrels of oil that
were part  of  a  historic  U.S.  emergency  reserve  release  to  lower  domestic  fuel
prices  were  exported  to  Europe  and  Asia  last  month.”  The  piece  continues,
“cargoes of SPR crude, oil from our reserves were also headed to the Netherlands
and to a Reliance refinery in India. An industry source said. A third cargo (buckle
your seatbelt) headed to China.” 
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To China. So as gas prices set records in this country, as American citizens who
were born here and vote and pay taxes cannot afford to fuel their own cars, the
Biden administration is selling off our emergency oil reserves to China.

That's  not  an  indictable  offense?  It's  certainly  an  impeachable  one.  And  they
should impeach him for that. Well, they could sell the redwood forest to China
next. How about the water rights to the Great Lakes? That's the equivalent of what
he just did.

Now, if you're keeping track, they didn't even need it.  China and India already
have  access  to  very  cheap  oil  from  Russia.  Why?  Thanks  to  the  Biden
administration's  lunatic  ban on Russian oil imports for moral  reasons. It  was a
moral victory. The people of Ukraine. Remember that? Zelensky- He was George
Washington said George W Bush who wouldn't know George Washington if he got
in the shower with him. 

According to customs data, China spent $19 billion on Russia oil, gas and coal
earlier this year. That's double the amount they spent over the same period last
year. 

India spent 5 billion on Russian oil. That's a five times what they spent a year ago.
So, we just made Russia a ton of money. So, the ruble is so strong as the dollar is
getting weaker. Russia's raked in $13 billion in additional revenue from India and
China compared to the same period last year. 

Following all this, this is how we're punishing our enemies by selling off our own
most valuable assets and watching Russia and India and, my God, China get richer.

Now, on top of all  that cheap Russian oil, China is getting petroleum from our
emergency petroleum reserves. The crude, by the way, in the SPR is the best crude
we have. It's called medium sour crude. It's the easiest to process. And we're giving
it away to a government whose whole goal is to displace us on the global stage and
crush us. 

The Chinese will be cruel masters when they run the world. They're not like us at
all. 
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By the way, that country, China also happens to be a long-time business partner of
the  Biden  family.  Now,  a  functioning  Congress  would  investigate  this
immediately. 

The last president was impeached for. For what? Having a phone call with some
corrupt Ukrainian politician. But no, they can't be bothered. They're still yelping
about January sixth was an insurrection. They're trying to ban your hunting rifle. 

So, the White House is able to ignore the whole thing. Here's Joe Biden's glass
ceiling breaking publicist just yesterday. 

White  House  reporter  (Philip  Wegmann):  There's  a  Reuters  report  out  this
morning that says that more than 5 million barrels of oil that were released from
the emergency oil reserves were exported to Europe and Asia last month and some
of it reportedly was actually heading to China. Is the administration aware of those
reports? And, does the president mind that that some of this oil that was meant to
ease pain for consumers is headed overseas? 
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White House Press Secretary  Karine Jean-Pierre: I have not seen that report.
So,  I  would honestly have to go look into it  and see what  the truth is  in  that
statement that you just laid out and see exactly what's happening, I just have not
seen that report. 

Tucker: And how can someone that dumb be that arrogant? Or is there actually a
connection between dumbness and arrogance? Probably so. But if someone asks
you in the White House briefing, oh, by the way, is the U.S. government selling
our  Strategic  Petroleum  Reserve  to  our  main  enemy  in  the  middle  of  a  gas
shortage? 

You probably should have an answer, or at least seem embarrassed that you don't.
It's  a  very simple  question. Why does customs data show that we are sending
millions of barrels of oil to China? Huh? 

It's been 24 hours since that briefing. We still don't have an answer. And of course,
that tells you what's really going on here. This is not a mistake. It's intentional, as if
to  make  that  as  obvious  as  possible,  over  the  weekend,  Joe  Biden's
communications  staff  tweeted  this  out  under  his  name,  “My  message  to  the
companies running gas stations and setting prices at the pump is simple: This is a
time of war and global peril. Bring down the price you are charging at the pump to
reflect the cost you're paying for the product and do it now.”

What is it like nationalizing the gas stations? So, he's attacking small businesses in
the United States. Running a gas station is not a profitable gig. It's not like running
Apple or being a private equity baron or doing any of the things that Joe Biden's
donors do. It's not like being Nancy Pelosi who somehow got super rich. How did
that happen? No, it's a small business. So, he's blaming them. He sells our national
assets to our enemies. So, no one with a basic understanding of economics can
pretend to justify what that tweet says. It's just too stupid. Even CNN wouldn't
swallow it. Watch. 
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CNN Anchor (Boris Sanchez): Christine. It's like there's a bad smell in the room,
and the president is just pointing to the dog. 

Christine Romans: Yeah. I mean, look, this is a real problem for the White House
because people put gas in their car all the time and they're feeling this pain. They
say there's so many factors at play. It's not like you can just lower the price of gas,
you know, with waving a magic wand.

The president was talking about the people who sell  the gas.  The 145,000 gas
stations are independently owned. They're small businesses, essentially, and they
have higher margins on their candy bars that they sell than they do on their gas. 

Tucker Well, exactly. And that's literally true. They make more on a Snickers bar
on percentage basis than they do from a gallon of  diesel fuel.  But we may be
blaming the wrong people here. 

Karine Jean-Pierre, please. She has no idea what's actually going on. She just reads
from the binder, barely reads, whatever. They have to workshop soundbites like
Putin's price hike. All right.
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They're not making any decisions. People who are making decisions are former
Obama staffers like Brian Deese. He runs the National Economic Council. He's Joe
Biden's top economic adviser. You can thank him. We should put his picture on the
screen more often. 

On Thursday, he told us accidentally,  maybe what's  actually going on, why the
Biden administration is deliberately sabotaging the United States by crushing our
energy supply for the benefit of China. Watch this. 

CNN Reporter (Victor Blackwell): Well, what do you say to those families who
say, listen, we can't afford to pay $4.85 a gallon for months, if not years. This is
just not sustainable. 

Brian Deese: But what I heard from the president today was a clear articulation of
the stakes. This is about the future of the liberal world order. And we have to stand
firm. 

Tucker: Yeah,  We've  got  to  stand  firm.  The  liberal  world  order.  How's  that
working for you, by the way? Is there anybody who is happier because of it except
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for people like that? No. But they don't care because you will own nothing and be
happy. 

What they didn't tell you was that China will own everything, including our oil
supply. Wait till they come for the Great Lakes.

Tim Stewart is the president of the US Gas and Oil Association. We're honored to
be  joined  by  him tonight.  Thanks  so  much  for  coming  on.  So,  you  know,  to
someone who's not in the business, as you are, selling off an asset like this and
allowing it to be sold to China seems like criminal. Honestly. 

Tim Stewart You know, Tucker, you articulate it better than just about anybody.
The question I think to answer that question, we have to ask ourselves, how did we
get here in the first place? How did we replace one bad policy with another bad
policy? 

How did we go from being the world's energy superpower to be number one in oil
and gas and coal and geothermal and second in wind and solar to shaking the tin
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cup to the Saudis and not even being able to track where our Strategic Petroleum
Reserve releases end up? 

It's really quite disconcerting, isn't it? I would say it's really important to know that
the  exploration  production  companies  were  not  supportive  of  this  Strategic
Petroleum Reserve release. Why weren't we allowed to just open up the spigot like
we were already doing versus shutting that off and tapping into the nation's credit
card? It really is quite frustrating. 

Tucker: I got to be honest, I've talked to most of the people who run the oil and
gas  companies.  They all  act  like,  you  know, they're  selling cigarettes  to  kids.
They're always a little bit embarrassed. Oh, it's oil and gas. But really, we’re about
green energy.

Why don't  they step up in public and say,  without us, this is  an impoverished
country, this is Central Africa. You need us in order to stay solvent and, like, make
some noise and fight back. 

Tim Stewart: Well, we're trying to, you know. That tweet that the president sent
out on Saturday. We had a response. You know, Twitter is sort of an exercise in
futility. There are thousands and thousands of people who think that they're experts
in oil and gas because they retweet something that some celebrity does. 

And so, we've avoided it. But we saw that tweet come across and it just sort of
struck a nerve. And so, we did our best to kind of call the B.S. on the White House
and say, look, somebody's got to go back and look at economics here. 

Tucker: Yeah, I mean, it is over if we get rid of fossil fuels. That's just true. And I
wish  we could  stop lying  about  it.  Tim Stewart.  I  appreciate  your  coming  on
tonight. Thank you. 

Tim Stewart: Thank you. Thanks for having me on. 
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“Tucker Carlson Tonight is the sworn enemy of lying, pomposity, smugness and
group think1.”

1 Tucker Carlson Tonight, Fox News, Retrieved July 7, 2022 from https://www.foxnews.com/shows/tucker-carlson-
tonight 
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